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Abstract

Unemployment represents one of the possible significant losses which is a problem concerning many surveys with biological, psychological, social, and cultural approaches. Many psychological surveys, especially labour psychology ones, focus on the anxiety, stress, and depression experienced by the unemployed people. A significant role in the presence and the intensity of these emotional disorders is played by the resources and the strategies of individual and situational coping. The objective of our paper is to tackle these issues using the data from our own survey.

Our survey was created to evaluate the connection between the type of coping and the levels of stress, anxiety and depression for the unemployed people. The group that participated in the survey consisted in 208 persons (102 men and 106 women), aged between 20 and 65 years, from the urban area, being unemployed, selected using the method of simple random sampling. A cross-sectional survey was performed, using the following research instruments: a psychiatric interview in order to notice whether there are important mental disorders that require a special attention, DASS-21R Scale, in order to evaluate level of stress, anxiety and depression and brief COPE Scale. Our results show that the levels of stress, anxiety and depression for the unemployed people are influenced by the type of coping. Moreover, we found that persons with coping focused on issue have the least levels of stress, anxiety, and depression.
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Introduction

Unemployment represents one of the possible significant perceived psychological losses experienced by the human beings which is a problem that came through in many surveys with
bio-psycho-socio-cultural approach. It also comes through as a significant issue in the many entrepreneurship studies (see e.g. Strielkowski, 2012; or Janda et al., 2013). Various sociological and psychological surveys, especially those dealing with labour psychology, focus on the anxiety, stress and the depression experienced by the unemployed people. The phenomenon defined above was and is examined owing to a large series of social, psychological, medical, cultural, and political consequences. The most recent one is the fear of Brexit and the possibility of hundreds of thousands of workers from the Central and Eastern European Countries losing their jobs and status in the United Kingdom (Simionescu et al., 2017).

The evidence for the devastating impact of unemployment is vast and solid. For example, in their survey, Gowan and Gatewood (1997) showed, like Leana and Feldman (1994) before them, that the individual variables refer to the resources of individual and situational coping and the cognitive evaluation and the coping strategies of the person. DeFranc and Ivancevich (1986) consider the immediate effects of the unemployment can be seen emotionally, and the long-term effects affect you from the psychological point of view, and they also effect your physical condition and the social welfare of the individual. The levels of stress, anxiety and depression for the unemployed people can be influenced by the type of coping.

Our study is based on the own unique survey conducted with unemployed people. The objective of our survey was to evaluate the connection between the type of coping and the levels of stress, anxiety and depression for the unemployed people.

Materials and methods

The pool of respondents that participated in the survey consisted of 208 persons (102 men and 106 women), aged between 20 and 65 years, from the urban area, all being unemployed. The selection was done using the method of simple random sampling. The selection of the participants was performed in 2014 at the headquarters of the Municipal Agency for Employment in Bucharest based on volunteering and expressed free consent, after a psychiatric interview and some inclusion and exclusion criterias.

The inclusion criterias of the unemployed people in the survey were: men and women from the urban area, after at least one month since they became unemployed, aged between 20 and 65 years; the level of education: without secondary education, with secondary education, with higher education.

The exclusion criterias were set up as follows: some categories of unemployed people were excluded from the survey - the people diagnosed with severe mental disorders previously or during the selection interview and those with somatic disorders that can influence the mental condition deeply; addicted to alcohol, drugs or other psychotropic substances and the persons who did not provide correct and complete information.

Moreover, the examined population was represented by the sampling extracted from the reference population (unemployed people) and it presented its characteristics. The independent variables used were the age and the gender. The dependent variables used were the level of stress, depression and anxiety and the type of coping. A cross-sectional survey was performed, using the following research instruments:

- psychiatric interview in order to notice whether there are important mental disorders that require a special attention,

- DASS-21R Scale, in order to evaluate the level of stress, anxiety and depression.
The section that follows carries one with the description of the variables used in our empirical analysis.

Description of the variables

Our first research instrument, DASS-21R Scale represents a set of 3 scales of self-evaluation, each scale having 7 items, made in order to evaluate the negative emotional conditions of depression, anxiety and stress, experienced in the last week.

The DASS 21-R scale represents the short version of DASS questionnaire (Lovibond & Lovibond, 1995) with 42 items, translated for the Romanian population by Adela Perțe and Monica Albu. This questionnaire can be used for research purpose and in clinical context. The target population is the non-clinic population of more than 17 years old.

The administration forms are: individually or in groups, the paper-pencil version. The average time of application is around 10 minutes.

With regard to utility of the function, one should note that the main function of the DASS test is to evaluate the severity of the central symptoms of the depression, the anxiety and the stress. The discrimination capacity between the 3 conditions related to depression, anxiety and stress is useful for the researchers who are concerned with the nature, the etiology and the mechanisms of the emotional disorders.

The differences between the normal persons who experience depression, anxiety and stress conditions and those with clinical disorders who experience this kind of conditions are rather differences in intensity of the conditions experienced. In this situation, DASS is not involved directly in a strict diagnosis such as the postulated ones in the classification systems such as: DSM (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorder) and ICD (The International Classification of Diseases).

The 21 DASS items are presented to the persons evaluated by random, using a scale of 4 points, with the answers:

- 0 = "it was not for me"
- 1 = "it was not for me in a certain way or from time to time"
- 2 = "it was not for me long enough or very often"
- 3 = "it was not for me very much or almost all the time".

For each option listed above, the respondent needed to circle the number that indicates how much it was the chosen statement for him/her during that week. There are no correct or wrong answers and you do not spend a lot of time for a statement. The total score for each of the DASS scales is obtained by summing up the scores of the 7 items of each scale. Regarding the present survey, we have used the short version of the scales known as DASS 21. The items have been selected such a way to represent all the subscales and the total score to be turned into the scores of the original version of the DASS scales by dividing with 2. When DASS 21 is being quoted, the total for each scale needs to be divided with 2 each time before it is registered.

The interpretation of the scores is as follows: DASS scores do not have to be used as a single criterion when the clinic decisions are being made. The depression scale was set as follows:

- 0-9 = normal
- 10-13= mild
- 14-20= moderate
- 21-27= severe
- 28+ = extremely severe
• The anxiety scale:
  • 0-7 = normal
  • 8-9 = mild
  • 10-14 = moderate
  • 15-19 = severe
  • 20+ = extremely severe
• The stress scale:
  • 0-14 = normal
  • 15-18 = mild
  • 19-25 = moderate
  • 26-33 = severe
  • 34+ = extremely severe

Brief COPE Scale: in order to identify the coping strategies, we chose the Brief COPE questionnaire (translation and adaptation in Romanian by: S. C. Carver, 1997). The COPE questionnaire implies 14 forms of coping that can be mainly active or passive. The questionnaire contains 28 statements. The answer is on a scale from 1 to 4 where 1 represents “I usually do not do this”, and 4 represents „I often do this”.

The 14 scales corresponding to the coping strategies are:

1. **The active coping** refers to the concrete actions that aim to remove the stressing factor or the alleviation of its effects (items 2, 7) - coping focused on issue
2. **Withdrawal** refers to the withdrawal from the situation created (items 1, 19) – avoiding coping
3. **Denial** refers to the refusal to believe the stressing factor exists or to the undertaken actions that ignore the stressing factor as if it was not real (items 3, 8) - avoiding coping
4. **Consuming substances and alcohol** refers to using the anxiolytic medication or alcohol in order to alleviate the psychic discomfort derived from facing the threatening situation (items 4, 11) - avoiding coping
5. **Emotional support** refers to the way the person tends to ask for understanding, compassion or moral support from friends, relatives, colleagues in order to diminish the stress (items 5, 15) - coping focused on emotion
6. **Instrumental social support** evaluates the tendency to ask for advice, information, material suport necessary to improve the situation (items 10, 23) - coping focused on issue
7. **Disengagement** evaluates the tendency of coping with stress by reducing the effort or abandoning in reaching the goal. (items 6, 16) - avoiding coping
8. **Emotional (expressing) release** underlines the tendency of a person to reduce the level of stress, expressing the feelings and negative emotions (items 9, 21) - avoiding coping
9. **The positive reinterpretation** identifies the tendency of a person to benefit from an undesirable situation or with bad consequences (items 12, 17) - active coping
10. **Planning** refers to the thinking orientation towards the steps or the action ways (items 14, 25) - active coping
11. **Humor** (items 18, 28) - avoiding coping
12. **Acceptance** refers to the resignation that he cannot do anything to improve the situation (items 20, 24) - avoiding coping
13. **Self-accusing** (items 13, 26) - coping focused on emotion
14. **Religion** refers to the way the subject asks for the help of God in insecure moments - coping focused on emotion
The questionnaire items were created such way the same instrument can allow the examination both of coping moods, but also the coping answers concerning a specific situation. The difference is the instruction provided to the subject. When the coping style is evaluated, the subject is required to respond about the way he acts in general when he faces difficulty or stressful situations. In order to evaluate the situational coping, the subject will choose the way of answering that reflects the best the way he acted in a specific situation. The statistic analysis of the information has been performed using the SPSS application.

Results and debates

The types of coping reported to the levels of stress, anxiety and depression were examined for the researched group. The persons with mild stress have a dominant coping focused on issue. Those with moderate stress have a dominant coping focused on emotion. The severe stress and the extreme stress is most frequently for the people with avoiding coping (Table 1, Figure 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level stress</th>
<th>% out of</th>
<th>Coping focused on issue</th>
<th>Coping focused on emotion</th>
<th>Avoiding coping</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mild stress</td>
<td>Stress level</td>
<td>79.6%</td>
<td>20.4%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate stress</td>
<td>Stress level</td>
<td>30.5%</td>
<td>56.2%</td>
<td>13.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe stress</td>
<td>Stress level</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>37.3%</td>
<td>60.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extremely severe stress</td>
<td>Stress level</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>16.7%</td>
<td>83.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild stress</td>
<td>Coping</td>
<td>56.6%</td>
<td>12.2%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate stress</td>
<td>Coping</td>
<td>42.1%</td>
<td>65.6%</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe stress</td>
<td>Coping</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>21.1%</td>
<td>62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extremely severe stress</td>
<td>Coping</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own calculations

Graph 1: The stress level reported to the type of coping

Source: own calculations
All those who have normal anxiety have a coping focused on issue. Those with mild anxiety have a dominant coping focused on issue. The coping focused on emotion is dominant for those with moderate anxiety. The unemployed people with severe anxiety have a dominant avoiding coping and all the unemployed people with extremely severe anxiety have only avoiding coping. (Table 2, Figure 2).

**Table 2: The level of anxiety reported to the type of coping**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anxiety level</th>
<th>% out of</th>
<th>Coping focused on issue</th>
<th>Coping focused on emotion</th>
<th>Avoiding coping</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Anxiety level</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild anxiety</td>
<td>Anxiety level</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate anxiety</td>
<td>Anxiety level</td>
<td>20.8%</td>
<td>65.6%</td>
<td>13.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe anxiety</td>
<td>Anxiety level</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>36.7%</td>
<td>61.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extremely severe anxiety</td>
<td>Anxiety level</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:** own calculations

**Graph 2: The anxiety level reported to the type of coping**

**Source:** own calculations

The unemployed people without depression had dominant coping focused on issue and they did not have avoiding coping; people with mild depression have a coping focused on issue.
For the unemployed people with moderate depression the dominant coping is focused on emotion. For the people with severe depression the avoiding coping prevails and there is no coping focused on issue. The unemployed people with extremely severe depression have only avoiding coping. (Figure 3).

Table 3: The level of depression reported to the type of coping

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depression level</th>
<th>% out of</th>
<th>Coping focused on issue</th>
<th>Coping focused on emotion</th>
<th>Avoiding coping</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Depression level</td>
<td>87.5%</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild depression</td>
<td>Depression level</td>
<td>50.6%</td>
<td>44.2%</td>
<td>5.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate depression</td>
<td>Depression level</td>
<td>18.8%</td>
<td>52.9%</td>
<td>28.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe depression</td>
<td>Depression level</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>29.6%</td>
<td>70.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extremely severe depression</td>
<td>Depression level</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Coping</td>
<td>27.6%</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild depression</td>
<td>Coping</td>
<td>51.3%</td>
<td>37.8%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate depression</td>
<td>Coping</td>
<td>21.1%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe depression</td>
<td>Coping</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>8.9%</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extremely severe depression</td>
<td>Coping</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own calculations

Graph 3: The level of depression reported to the type of coping

Source: own calculations
Conclusions

Overall, our results confirm that intuitive finding that a loss of job or actual unemployment can represent a significant loss in the life of a person. Being unemployed comes through as a significant factor of stress, anxiety and depression. It constitutes a problem that has been pinpointed in many surveys that used biological, psychological, social, or cultural approach.

Our results show that people who are either unemployed or are fearing being fired from their jobs express the highest levels of stress and anxiety. Moreover, we found that people who can cope with the loss of a job or are aware that this can be their fate and therefore are fine with it, have the lowest levels of stress, anxiety and depression. Loosing a job might be a nasty thing but if a person has prepared herself or himself for this situation, coping with it might be be mildest. Such well-prepared individuals are fast in re-arranging their lives and in finding new opportunities.
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